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International Dance Artists collaborate  

to bring Bellydance Intersections  

Saturday, July 6th – 7:30pm 

Chapel Performance Space in Good Shepherd Center 

4649 Sunnyside Ave N, 4th Floor, in Seattle's Wallingford area 

Tickets: $29.50 - $40.00, online at https://bellydanceintersections.brownpapertickets.com 

 

SEATTLE, Wash. – Featuring international oriental dance artist Gyongyi Stuber of Hungary 

with incredible regional talent, Bellydance Intersections presents new possibilities and 

expressions in dance of the highest caliber through a seamless tapestry of belly dance, 

contemporary, folkloric, ballet, and more in an intimate and immersive environment. 

Bellydance Intersections welcomes Gyongyi for her first US appearance and takes a 

holistic perspective on dance and movement – an intersection of shapes such as waves, 

circles, spirals, vibrations, and punctuated movements; and an intersection of artists that 

rarely appear together, due to geography or style. 

 

With a lean and elegant production, Bellydance Intersections ignites all senses and 

imagination. 

 

Performers include: Gyongyi Stuber of Hungary, The Allegro Dance Company (Portland, 

Oregon), Brittany Mattox & Coalescence Dance Company, Akahsia, Ava, and Suzanna with 

special guest. There will also be a brief onstage Q&A with audience and artists at the end 

of the show. 

 

“In my opinion, there aren't ‘new moves’ to belly dance or any kind of a dance, only new 

and creative ways to use the basics.” – Gyongyi Stuber, International Dance Artist of 

Hungary 

 

Workshops in the days before and after the show are also offered by Gyongyi and The 

Allegro Dance Company with topics such as “Embody Your Style the Way Only You Can,” 

“Integrate Hair, Neck, and Head Technique Like a Pro,” and “Layering: The Key to Creating 

Something New.” 

 

Learn more at www.planetsuzanna.com/bellydanceintersections. 
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### 

Co-producers Ava and Suzanna have been studying dance for the majority of their lives 

in many different forms. They began working together as members of Forge Dance 

Theatre. Both are international travelers and frequently performing professional 

bellydancers, well versed in choreography, performing, and producing. Visit their 

respective websites to learn more at www.avaraqs.com and www.planetsuzanna.com. 
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